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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� A technique has been developed to

obtain particles with the (Mg@C)@Pd

structure.

� Shown that (Mg@C)@Pd particles

have a high sorption capacity

ofhydrogen 6.95 wt.%.

� The accumulation of MgO and

Mg(OH)2 decreases a hydro-

genationrecycle stable.

� The large particles (Mg@C)@Pd is

less stable than the small ones.
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In this work, we studied the change in the properties of powders with a core (magnesium)

e shell structure (carbon and carbon/palladium) in the process of hydrogenation/dehy-

drogenation with hydrogen (99.995 wt%). Magnesium powders were obtained by plasma

chemical synthesis in an atmosphere of argon containing a small amount of hydrogen (2

e3 at.%) and nitrogen (8e9 at.%), when performing a low-frequency arc discharge between

a tungsten electrode and a magnesium melt. The shell (carbon and carbon/palladium) was

deposited in a plasma generator with vortex and magnetic stabilization. For all samples, a

decrease in the sorption capacity of hydrogen was observed as a result of successive cycles

of sorption and desorption reactions. It was found that the reason for this fall is associated

with the formation of the MgO and Mg(OH)2 phase, which prevents the diffusion of

hydrogen. The carbon shell provides a more complete hydrogenation of the magnesium
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Hydrogen-storage materials
Magnesium hydride
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particles, and an additional palladium shell increases the resistance to cyclic hydrogena-

tion/dehydrogenation and reduces the temperature of these processes. According to the

data obtained, powders with particles (Mg@C)@Pd can absorb the largest amount of

hydrogen (6.9 wt%) for the duration of 5 cycles, after which the protective shell of the

particles begins to collapse and a loss of sorption capacity is observed.

© 2021 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Despite the thermodynamic barrier to reduce the dehy-

Introduction

The need to obtain new materials and methods for storing

energy is a strategic task. Hydrogen is now considered an

important energy source for the future. However, storage of

hydrogen is challenging. There are still significant problems

that need to be solved for its use as a fuel. Among these

challenges, the development of a new technology for the safe

storage of hydrogen with high bulk and gravimetric density

and without the use of a heating system is the key.

Modern hydrogen storage methods include:

- gaseous storage under high pressure (350e700 bar at room

temperature), which is not advisable due to the large vol-

ume and low energy efficiency;

- cryogenic liquid storage (�253 �C, 5e10 bar) as it requires

special and expensive tanks to ensure reliable and safe

storage of hydrogen;

- solid state storage [1e3].

Solid-state hydrogen storage has a range of advantages:

high gravimetric and volumetric densities of stored hydrogen,

moderate operating pressures, and high energy efficiency

[4e6]. Over the past decades, various types of materials for

hydrogen storage have been discovered and studied [7,8],

among them both adsorbents and absorbents are known

[9,10]. The latter have recently receivedmassive attention [11].

One of the methods for safe storage of high-density

hydrogen is the use of different hydrides.

Among all the materials studied for hydrogen storage, the

MgH2 hydrogen solid state storage is quite promising. It has a

high gravimetric hydrogen capacity. The gravimetric

hydrogen capacity is 7.6 wt% [4] by weight and 110 kg/m3 in

volume. It is also characterized by excellent reversibility in

hydration/dehydration reactions [12e15].

MgH2, however, is not without its drawbacks. It has a high

temperature of hydration/dehydration, a low rate of desorp-

tion/absorption of hydrogen due to thermodynamic stability

(DH ¼ 76 kJ/mol) and slow kinetics (Ea ¼ 160 kJ/mol) [16e20].

MgH2 is characterized by a strong metal-hydrogen bond en-

ergy, which gives a high thermal stability. These properties

hinder the widespread practical application of MgH2 in

various portable devices, in on-board fuel cells, such as those

used in vehicles.

As a consequence, researchers face the challenge of

improving the characteristics of storing hydrogen in

materials.
Obtaining particles with
processes, Internation
drogenation temperature of Mg-based materials [21], the

MgeH binding can be broken at room temperature. For

example, in some compounds based on rare earth elements,

in alloys based on Mg [20,22e25].

It was discovered [26] that MgH2, synthesized using H2 at a

pressure of 30 atm in a ball mill with subsequent heat treat-

ment and annealing has the desorption temperature (325 �C),
kinetic dehydration (6.60 wt% in for 30 min at 300 �C and a

hydrogen pressure of 20 atm), and also retains a capacity of

more than 6.00 wt% (loss 0.60 wt%) after 10 hydration/dehy-

dration cycles.

Transitional metals are promising catalysts for improving

MgH2 hydrogen storage properties. However, obtaining uni-

formly dispersed and ultrafine catalysts based on transition

metals with high catalytic activity is also problematic [15].

Despite the fact that various approaches have been proposed

to address these problems, such as doping [27e30], nano-

structuring of powder particles [31], research into the practical

application of MgH2 is still in progress [32,33].

Another problem along this path is the need to use

hydrogen beyond high purity, without any impurities. This is

due to the effect of poisoning the electrodes of fuel cells with

impurities.

Creation of materials based on particles with a core-shell

structure, in the case when the shell is permeable only for

hydrogen will solve this problem. In addition, using a tran-

sient metal of the platinum group as a shell can also reduce

the energy of energy barriers.

Indeed, the Pd crystalline grid allows hydrogen ions to pass

through, but remains impermeable to other gases, thereby

purifying the gas from impurities. The idea of creating nano-

ballons on the basis of such materials was put forward at the

beginning of this century, but it remains unresolved to date

[34,35].

A group of researchers obtained platinum nanoparticles

fixed on reduced graphite oxide to use as hydrogenation

catalysts [36]. Palladium is also used. It has excellent cata-

lytic activity for both hydrogen oxidation and oxygen

reduction [37].

The properties of hydridematerials can be adapted tailored

to meet the stated goals for practical work, but this is highly

dependent on the earliest stages of the synthetic approaches

used and their effectiveness in achieving the desired

characteristics.

The role of the carbon coating is that due to the developed

surface (a large number of pores, their size), they demonstrate

excellent adsorption and absorption properties [38], the
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presence of which is important for hydrogen storage [39]. It is

known that pores with molecular sizes can absorb large

amounts of gases due to the increased density of the adsorbed

material inside the pores [40]. This is a consequence of the

attractive potential of the pore walls. In addition, both

chemical and plasma-chemical methods can apply a deco-

rated shell of palladium to the surface of magnesium parti-

cles. Therefore, in this work, carbon was preliminarily

deposited on magnesium particles, which made it possible to

obtain a continuous palladium shell. Thanks to our approach

to the creation of a nanostructured palladium catalyst, the

specific surface area of particles and materials from them

increase significantly.

This article presents a new approach to creating a nano-

structured palladium catalyst. It consists in the application of

a special technique for obtaining powders with particles

(Mg@C)@Pd having a double dense shell. These particles are

characterized by a lower hydration/dehydration temperature,

increased resistance to recycling, no need for ultra-clean

hydrogen, and a high sorbation capacity.

The catalytic properties of the obtained (Mg@C)@Pd

improve the parameters of MgH2 hydrogen storage.
Materials and methods

The initial Mg - Sample 1 (S1) powder, which we obtained is

studied in this work as a possible hydrogen accumulator and

also as a core for particles, the core-shell Mg@C and (Mg@C)

@Pd was synthesized in an arc discharge plasma of low fre-

quency (LF). The low-frequency arc discharge was carried out

in a chamber in an atmosphere of argonwith small impurities

of hydrogen (2e3 at.%) and nitrogen (8e9 at.%) between the

tungsten electrode and the magnesium melt. An LF generator

was used as a power source for the discharges used in this

work. All syntheses were performed at a frequency of 66 kHz.

The morphology, size and structure of particles were

observed by a SEM Hitachi S-5500 scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM). Fig. 1 shows a scanning electron microscopic

(SEM) image of a magnesium sample - S1.

It can be seen that the resulting Mg nanoparticles are

irregularly shaped and agglomerated. On average, the size of
Fig. 1 e SEM image of S1: a) before hydrogenation, b) a
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the agglomerates reaches 100, and the particle size - several

tens of nanometers.

To obtain powders with a core-shell particle structure, a

specially designed setup was applied, the circuit diagram of

which is shown in Fig. 2. The discharge was carried out in a

stream of argon-forming plasma between two electrodes, one

of which is replaceable. The installed electrode can be both a

metal one, cooled by water, or a graphite. The discharge was

stabilized by a vortex flow of nitrogen gas with an admixture

of hydrogen, and an axial low-frequency magnetic field,

which was in phase with the low-frequency current of the

discharge.

The installation includes a water-cooled chamber, in the

lower part of which there is a plasma generator with a

replaceable metal or graphite electrode and a coil that creates

a stabilizing magnetic field. In the upper part of the chamber,

which performs the function of a quenching device, there is a

second electrode made of water-cooled copper tube.

The paper [39] presents the study results of the carbon

nanostructures as hydrogen sorbents (fullerenes, nanotubes,

nanofibers, graphene structures), metal-carbon composites. It

is shown that the MgH2eC systems can be used for the pro-

duction of hydrogen accumulators of repeated action.

The powders with the Mg@C - Sample 2 (S2) structure were

synthesized using a graphite rod with a diameter of 6 mm and

an axial hole with a diameter of 3 mm. Magnesium particles

were fed through an axial hole with a stream of argon. Ni-

trogen with a small admixture of hydrogen (2e3 at.%) was

used as a vortex stabilizing flow.

Fig. 3 shows an SEM image of the particles of the resulting

powder. The characteristic particle size is 50e70 nm. S2 par-

ticles have a clearly defined crystal faceting corresponding to

hexagonal structures (Fig. 3 a). An amorphous carbon layer

can also be observed on the surface of the Mg particles.

Palladium protects the sample from oxidation and accel-

erates hydrogen decomposition reactions. The synthesis of

powders with particles (Mg@C)@Pd was carried out on a setup

(Fig. 2) with a palladium electrode. The amount of palladium

in the plasma stream generated during the erosion of the

electrode was insufficient, and therefore only a few percent of

the powder with particles (Mg@C)@Pd was obtained. This

amount was not enough for research. To solve this problem,
fter 10 cycles of hydrogenation/dehydrogenation.
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Fig. 2 e Scheme of a plasma-chemical installation based on

a plasma generator with magnetic and vortex stabilization

with a replaceable electrode.
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we developed a technique that allows to increase the palla-

dium content in the reaction zone (i.e., in the discharge gap).

The technique is based on the interaction of a thermally un-

stable organometallic complex - palladium (II) acetylaceto-

nate [Pd (C5H7O2) 2] with hot Mg@C particles transported by

the plasma stream.

The process is schematically presented in Fig. 4.

The figure illustrates how particles of the core material

enter plasma stream with plasma-forming gas stream (1)
Fig. 3 e SEM image S2: a) before hydrogenation, b) af
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rotating at u1 frequency. Then, under the action of centrif-

ugal force, they fall into the stream of stabilizing vortex gas

(2), which is transported for palladium acetylacetonate and

has a rotation frequency of u2 (greater than u1). Palladium

(II) acetylacetonate molecules [Pd (C5H7O2) 2], with decom-

position temperature equals to 478 K, colliding with hot

Mg@C particles, fell apart, leaving palladium on their surface

(in Fig. I, II and III). Both rotating streams, plasma and vortex

stabilizing, fall into the upper part of the chamber, which

acts as a quenching device, where light and heavy compo-

nents are separated due to the centrifugal force. The light

particles move slowly from the axis of rotation to the wall,

while the heavy ones move quickly. There is a translational

movement of the gas flow along the axis, so heavy particles

settle on the bottom of the chamber, and light particles get to

the top. As it turns out, the particle condensate in the lower

part of the chamber consists of more than 90 wt% of (Mg@C)

@Pd particles.

The particles of the isolated powder (Mg@C)@Pd - Sample 3

(S3) have a mostly pronounced spherical shape. In the pho-

tographs, two types of particles can be distinguished: small

and large. It can be seen that the particle size (Mg@C)@Pd is

mainly 20e100 nm. The average particle size is about 90 nm,

which is larger than Mg@C. However, there are larger parti-

cles, reaching several hundred nanometers. The particles do

not agglomerate. The SEM image is shown in Fig. 5.
The results of analytical studies of samples
during hydrogenation/dehydrogenation

The study was conducted using hydrogen (99.995 wt%) in the

following sequence. S1, S2 and S3 were alternately placed in

the cell of a specially manufactured installation for studying

hydrogenation/dehydrogenation processes. The cell was

vacuumed and kept at a temperature of 120 �C for 10min, then

hydrogen was introduced into it. Hydrogen sorption was car-

ried out at the initial pressure of 100 bar. For S1, the hydro-

genation temperature was subsequently: 430�С, for S2 - 400�С,
for S3 - 380�С. Desorption occurred due to heating of the

samples to the following temperature levels: for S1 - 500�С, for
S2 - 450�С, for S3 - 400�С. For each sample, the hydrogenation/

dehydrogenation process was repeated during 10 cycles.
ter 10 cycles of hydrogenation/dehydrogenation.
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Fig. 4 e Schematic description of the synthesis technique of core-shell particles using thermally unstable organometallic

complexes.

Fig. 5 e SEM image of S3: a) before hydrogenation, b) after 10 cycles of hydrogenation/dehydrogenation.
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There was no contact with the environment between the cy-

cles. Before each cycle, each sample was cooled to room

temperature. Immediately after the synthesis, the obtained

samples were containing 0.1e0.2 wt% of hydrogen, thus,

justifying a zero dehydrogenation cycle carried out prior to the

cyclic reactions.

The amount of hydrogen released was determined by the

change in pressure, which was measured by a pressure

sensor.

Weight percentage conversion was calculated in accor-

dance with the obtained dependences of pressure and time.

Sample 1 (S1)

Fig. 6 shows a graph of the change in the weight content of

hydrogen over 10 cycles of hydrogenation/dehydrogenation.

Themaximum hydrogen content was equal to 4.65 wt%. In

case of sequential cyclic implementation of the hydrogena-

tion/dehydrogenation reaction, the sorption capacity started

to decrease after the 3rd cycle.

To study the characteristics of the obtained powders, the

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) method was used,

which is based on measuring the energy of photoelectrons
Please cite this article as: Churilov GN et al., Obtaining particles with t
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knocked out from various energy levels of atoms when a

substance is irradiated with X-rays. An ultrahigh vac-

uum photoelectron spectrometer UNI-SPECS spectrometer,

manufactured by SPECS Gmbh, was used. In the course of

the study, the surface of the sample was cleaned by

themethod of etching the surface with argon ions: for 1 min,

the surface of the sample was treated with argon ions

with an energy of 1 kW, which led to the evaporation of the

upper layer.

Fig. 7 shows XPS spectra for S1 before and after hydroge-

nation, and after the fall of the capacity. Immediately after the

synthesis in the S1 line of the Mg2p binding energy of 49.2 eV

corresponds to the concentration 86.21 at.% of magnesium

metal, and the hydride and magnesium oxide accounts for

8.62 at.% and 5.17 at.%, respectively.

The presence of magnesium hydride after the preliminary

cycle of desorption facilitates hydrogenation, creating paths

and gaps in the layer ofmagnesiumoxide on the surface of the

particles. This is confirmed by the fact that hydrogenation is

not finished. Fig. 7 c shows the line Mg2s XPS spectrum for the

sample after hydrogenation to maximum capacity. After

conducting a mathematical decomposition of the spectrum in

terms of bands, it was determined that magnesium hydride in
he structure Mg@C and (Mg@C)@Pd, their properties and stability
al Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Fig. 6 e Graph of the weight content of hydrogen in S1. The

growth curve of the weight content of hydrogen during

hydrogenation is colored blue, and the curve of the

decrease in weight content of hydrogen during

dehydrogenation is red. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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the sample equals to e 67.95 at.%. at the same time on ametal

magnesium and magnesium oxide and have 14.15 at.%,

17.90 at.%, respectively.

Analyzing the line O1s XPS spectrum (Fig. 7 b and d) we can

observe that for the initial sample 95.80 at.% oxygen in the

sample corresponds to MgO. After the fall of the capacity

absorbed by the sample, the oxygen is distributed between

MgO and Mg(OH)2 (531.73 and 529.98 eV) with the concentra-

tion 46.26 at.% and 53.74 at.%, respectively.

Thus, the decrease in sorption capacity of magnesium is

due to the formation of oxides and hydroxides of magnesium.

The obtained data provide evidence proving that in order to

use hydrogen of technical level purity it is essential to apply

particles, protected by a sheath, for example of carbon. Our

assumption was confirmed in the works [41,42]. The authors

point out that the main disadvantage of MgH2 as hydrogen

storage is the high reactivity to air and oxygen.

Sample 2 (S2)

The above describedmethod S2, containing particles of Mg@C,

was investigated as a hydrogen battery. Tests were performed

in the sorption capacity of S2. The hydrogenation was carried

out at a temperature of 400 �C and under pressure of 100 bar.

The reaction of dehydrogenation was carried out by heating

up to 450 �C with atmospheric pressure of hydrogen in the

measurement cell.

Fig. 8 shows a graph of the weight change of hydrogen

content in S2 during 10-fold cyclic hydrogenation/

dehydrogenation.

At the beginning of the hydrogen absorption process, H2

molecules can easily pass through the thin carbon layer. The

maximum sorption capacity of the sample for hydrogen e

5.12 wt% is reached in the second cycle. As presented in Fig. 8,

after the 3rd sorption cycle, the sample does not completely

release the absorbed hydrogen. At the same time, with further
Please cite this article as: Churilov GN et al., Obtaining particles with
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hydrogenation, an increase in the weight of absorbed

hydrogen is detected, and the released one remains at the

same level, inclusively along the 7th cycle. The XRD spectrum

shows that after hydrogenation of S2, the amorphous halo

intensifies and the relative intensity of the MgO phase re-

flections increases.

Fig. 9 shows XPS spectra for S2 before and after hydroge-

nation. Immediately after the synthesis in the S2 line Mg2p

binding energy 49.85 eV corresponds to the concentration

80.72 at.% metallic magnesium, when 54.83 eV peak corre-

sponds to the connection of carbon and magnesium with

concentration of 11.73 at.%. After etching the magnesium

concentration increases to 95.54 at.%, and the number of

magnesium atoms associated with the carbon is reduced to

4.46 at.%. Therefore, the relationship of carbon with magne-

sium is carried out near the surface of particles and corre-

sponds to the interface layer between the core and shell of the

MgC.

Analysis of the C1s line for S2 shows the presence of carbon

in sp2 and sp3 hybridization ratio of 62.81 and 28.42 at.%,

respectively. Mathematical decomposition of the band helped

to identify the peaks corresponding to the MgeC binding en-

ergy 281.15 eV and a concentration of 3.42 at.%, and the band

that corresponds to the relations groups С-О/С¼О with bind-

ing energy 289.2 eV and a concentration of 5.35 at.%.

After the hydrogenation along the Mg2s S2 line the pres-

ence of peaks corresponding MgH2, Mg and MgO with con-

centrations 56.56 at.%, 40.56 at.% and 2.88 at.% can be

respectively observed. At the same time, the proportion of

atoms of magnesium metal with the increase of cycles de-

creases and the proportion of the hydride increases. After the

3rd cycle concentration of MgH2 and Mg show the indication

of 85.35 at.% and 12.21 at.%, after 7-its a cycle e 95.30 and

2.13 at.%, respectively.

Line C1s after hydrogenation 60.05 at.% accounts for the

sp2-hybridization of carbon and 22.09 at.% in sp3 hybridiza-

tion, while, on the connection of MgeC accounts for 1.96 at.%,

and group CeO/C]O 15.90 at.%. After etching by argon ions on

sp2-hybidization has 74.22 at.%, for sp3-hybridization e

8.56 at.%, for the MgeC concentration corresponds to

4.78 at.%, and the group CeO/C]Oe 8.83 at.%. In addition, the

energy peak of 287.55 eV was detected in the process of

decomposition, which corresponds to the group CeO/OeH

with a concentration of 3.60 at.%.

At the zero cycle of dehydrogenation channels for the

release of hydrogen are formed. The hydrogen diffuses

through the carbon shell, finding new channels of penetra-

tion inside the kernel of magnesium, thus, accumulating in

the interface layer and reducing the contact phase of MgeC.

As a result, each cycle of hydrogenation/dehydrogenation

S2 retains the hydrogen, with the following cycle taking

more hydrogen due to the higher completion of hydroge-

nation of magnesium. In this case, carbon shell prevents

impurities of oxygen and water, accumulating defects of the

structure. After the defects of shell exceed a certain critical

value, the process of carbon shell degradation occurs under

the action of hydrogen resulting with the formation of ox-

ides and hydroxides and the carbonyl groups (CeOeH),

which can be observed as a sharp drop in the sorption ca-

pacity from cycle 8 to 10. Fig. 3 b shows the image of particle
the structure Mg@C and (Mg@C)@Pd, their properties and stability
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Fig. 7 e XPS for S1: a) Mg2p line before hydrogenation; b) line O1s before hydrogenation, c) line of magnesium Mg2s after

hydrogenation, d) line O1s after 10 cycles of hydrogenation/dehydrogenation.
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S2 after the capacity decrease, highlighting the morphology

differing from the original sample with the bigger amount of

shell defects.

Sample 3 (S3)

To prevent “poisoning” of the carbon shell by the impurities of

oxygen and water vapor, and also to reduce the activation

barrier of hydrogenation, S3 sample was synthesized, as

powder with particles (Mg@C)@Pd. Additional palladium shell

acts as a micro- or nanoballon. Palladium is a noble metal

which lattice is capable of passing hydrogen. Moreover, sur-

face defects of the palladium crystal lattice have a positive

catalytic effect for the dissociation of hydrogen molecules,

which facilitates its diffusion [43,44]. The main advantage of

the method applied for producing S3 particles is the restora-

tion of the oxide layer of magnesium particles during the

deposition of a carbon shell with the subsequent application

of a protective palladium shell on it. Both carbon and
Please cite this article as: Churilov GN et al., Obtaining particles with t
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palladium in the form of continuous shells are impermeable

to oxygen and water vapor, however, they have the ability of

bulk diffusion of hydrogen [45,46]. In this case, the inevitably

occurring oxides of the protective shell can be easily removed

in the form of CO and CO2 when heated to temperatures of

100e120 �C.
Fig. 10 shows a graph illustrating the change in the weight

content of hydrogen in S3 at 10-fold cyclic hydrogenation/

dehydrogenation.

During the cyclic hydrogenation of S3, the maximum

sorption capacity is observed already after the first cycle,

which is 6.94 wt% and remains constant until the 5th cycle,

after which it begins to decrease. XRD was performed before

and after hydrogenation. As a result of hydrogenation, the

phases Pd, Mg, MgH2, MgO were detected in S3, and a 23.6�

reflex identified as a reflection from graphite planes was also

observed. After the 10th dehydrogenation cycle, amplification

of MgO and an additional phase of Mg (OH) 2 are observed in

the sample.
he structure Mg@C and (Mg@C)@Pd, their properties and stability
al Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Fig. 8 e Graph of the weight content of hydrogen in S2. The

growth curve of the weight content of hydrogen during

hydrogenation is marked in blue; the curve for the

decrease in weight content of hydrogen during

dehydrogenation is red. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 9 e XPS S2: a) Mg2p line before sample hydrogenation, b) the Mg2p line after etching of the surface with argon ions, c)

line C1s before hydrogenation, d) line Mg2s after hydrogenation, e) the C1s line after hydrogenation; f) the C1s line of the

hydrogenated sample after etching the surface with argon ions.

Fig. 10 e Graph of the weight content of hydrogen in S3.

The growth curve of the weight content of hydrogen during

hydrogenation is colored blue; the curve of the fall of the

weight content of hydrogen during dehydrogenation is

red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of

this article.)
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The composition of S3 particles was conducted with the

use of XPS method. The results are presented in Fig. 11.

According to microscopy and XPS composition (wt.%):

(Mg@C)@Pd (92:2:6).
Please cite this article as: Churilov GN et al., Obtaining particles with
in the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation processes, Internation
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Mathematical decomposition of the Mg2s line shows the

presence of peaks of Mg, MgO, and Mg(OH)2 with concentra-

tions of 81.58 at.%, 6.94 at.% and 11.48 at.%, respectively. There

is a doublet of lines along the Pd3d3/2 line, the mathematical
the structure Mg@C and (Mg@C)@Pd, their properties and stability
al Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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Fig. 11 e XPS S3: a) Mg2s line before hydrogenation, b) line C1s before hydrogenation, c) line Pd3d3/2 before hydrogenation,

d) Pd3d3/2 line before hydrogenation after etching with argon ions.
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decomposition of which shows the presence of Pd0 and Pd2þ
with concentrations of 64.74 and 35.27 at.%, respectively. The

binding energy of 337.34 eV indicates an increase in the con-

centration of Pd2þ atoms upon etching of the sample. This

suggests that chemically bonded palladium atoms have a

higher concentration approaching the nucleus of the particle.

Similarly, as in S2, after the zero-desorption cycle,

hydrogen forms channels for movement through the Mg@C

interface layer. Further, as a result of sequential hydrogena-

tion/dehydrogenation, the contact phase decreases and de-

fects in the carbon layer accumulate, which, in turn, leads to

the destruction of the palladium shell. As a result of the

destruction of the protective shell, the water and oxygen im-

purities accumulated by the sample have a “poisonous” effect

on S3, leading to a sharp decrease in the sorption capacity.

Fig. 5 b shows the image of the particle S3 after a drop in the

capacitance. Cracks are observed on the particle surface,

which confirms the above considerations. The accumulation of

defects in the interface layers of S3 particles leads to a violation

of the integrity of the protective coating of the magnesium

core, after which its sorption capacity decreases sharply.
Please cite this article as: Churilov GN et al., Obtaining particles with t
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Conclusion

In the course of the suggested studies, it was found that when

using hydrogen (99.995 wt%), the resistance of powders con-

taining nanosized particles of Mg, Mg@C and (Mg@C)@Pd to

cyclic hydrogenation/dehydrogenation decreases as a result of

the accumulation of MgO and Mg(OH)2. Coating magnesium

particles with a carbon shell increases the sorption capacity

and resistance to cyclic hydrogenation/dehydrogenation.

However, under the influence of “poisonous” factors, the car-

bon shell is destroyed. Particles with two shells, carbon and

palladium, i.e. with the structure (Mg@C)@Pd are characterized

by the increased stability, up to 5 hydrogenation/dehydroge-

nation cycles, a significant amount of stored hydrogen - 6.95wt

%, as well as a decrease in the temperature of hydrogen sorp-

tion to 380 �C and desorption to 400 �C.
In accordance with the results obtained for the accumu-

lation of hydrogen with a purity of 99.995 wt%, the use of

powders with particles having the structure (Mg@C)@Pd leads

to a positive effect. However, a high content of particles with a
he structure Mg@C and (Mg@C)@Pd, their properties and stability
al Journal of Hydrogen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/
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continuous palladium shell is not enough to obtain a material

with a high degree of resistance to the cyclic hydrogenation/

dehydrogenation process. Particles of large size (several

hundred nm) are destroyed first. Thus, further work should be

related to the study of the influence of the size effect of par-

ticles on their mechanical resistance to the cyclic hydroge-

nation/dehydrogenation process.
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